
HW2.
.MPRI 1.24Randomized

Algorithms
Tue. Nov. 25, 2014 - Due on Tue. Dec. 2, 2014

A
You are asked to complete the exercise marked with a [⋆] and to send me your solutions at:

nicolas.schabanel@liafa.fr
(or drop it in my mail box at the 4th oor of Sophie Germain) on Tue. Dec. 2, 2014.

� Exercise 1 (Let’s try random and derandomize). We consider theNP -completeMax-Cut
problem: Given an undirected graphG = (V,E), nd a cut C = (S, V r S) of maximum
size, where:

size(C) = #{uv ∈ E : u ∈ S and v ̸∈ S}.

IQuestion 1.1) Prove that outputting a randomcut is a randomized 1
2 -approximation for the

Max-Cut problem. Which upper bound onOPT did you use? Exhibit a family of tight instances.

We now want to derandomize this algorithm by making the “best random choice” for each
vertex. We consider each vertex, one after the other in an arbitrary order u1, . . . , un, and place
each vertex on the side of the cut which maximizes the expected number of edges in the cut
given the choices already made and assuming the next choices are random.

I Question 1.2) Let Ai and Bi denotes the left and right sides of the cut Ci obtained after
inserting u1, . . . , ui. Show that:

E[size(Ci+1) |Ai, Bi, ui+1 ∈ Ai+1]− E[size(Ci+1) |Ai, Bi, ui+1 ∈ Bi+1]

= deg(ui+1, Bi)− deg(ui+1, Ai),

where deg(u,A) = #{v ∈ A : uv ∈ E}.

I Question 1.3) Conclude that the greedy algorithm that puts each vertex on the side to
which it has the less connections is a deterministic 1

2 -approximation, as it is a derandomized
version of the random cut algorithm (this derandomization scheme is called the conditional ex-
pectation method).

IQuestion 1.4) Give a direct analysis for the approximation ratio of this greedy algorithm.

� Exercise 2 (NAND-tree evaluation). [⋆] Let us consider a complete binary tree of height h,
whose internal nodes are labeledNAND andwhose 2h leaves are assigned unknownbinary val-
ues. The value of the tree is recursively de ned as theNAND (wherex nand y = not(x and y))
of the values of its two subtrees. We want to compute the value of tree while inspecting as few
leaves as possible.

IQuestion 2.1) Compute the value of the tree in Fig. 3. Show that it is not necessary to inspect
all the leaves to compute this value.
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Figure 1: A nand-tree.

IQuestion 2.2) Show that for every deterministic algorithm, there exists a assignment of the
leaves that forces the algorithm to inspect all the leaves.
◃ Hint. Show by recurrence on h that an adversary can assign values of the leaves as they are
inspected by the algorithm in such a way that the value of the tree depends on the value of the
last leaf inspected.

We consider the following simple randomized algorithm, which evaluates each subtree re-
cursively in random order (either left then right or right then left) and evaluates the second one
only if the value is not yet determined:

Algorithm 1 Randomized NAND-tree evaluation

Procedure NANDTreeEvaluation(T )
if T is a leave of value x then

return x
else

Let r be a uniform random bit.
Let (T1, T2) = (if r = 0 then (T .left, T .right) else (T .right, T .left))
if NANDTreeEvaluation(T1) = 0 then

return 1
else

return not NANDTreeEvaluation(T2)

IQuestion 2.3) May this algorithm fail?

Given an assignment σ : {leaves of T} → {0, 1}, we denote by T (σ) the resulting value
of T . In order to evaluate how many leaves are inspected on expectation for the worst assign-
ment σ, it is convenient to introduce two functions: Q0(h) and Q1(h), where Qv(h) is the
worst possible expected number of leaves inspected by Algorithm 1 on a tree of height h over
all assignments σ such that T (σ) = v. The expected number of leaves inspected by the algo-
rithm for the worst assignment σ is then max(Q0(h), Q1(h)).

I Question 2.4) Show that for all h > 1, Q1(h) = Q0(h− 1) + 1
2Q1(h− 1) and

Q0(h) = 2Q1(h− 1).
◃ Hint. Remark that the algorithm take advantage of the fact that: if the tree T evaluates to 1
then at least one of its subtrees evaluates to 0which is favorable; and if T evaluates to 0, then
both of its subtrees evaluate to 1which are both favorable.

Then, for all h > 2,Q1(h) =
1
2Q1(h− 1) + 2Q1(h− 2). SinceQ1(0) = Q0(0) = 1,

andQ1(1) = 3/2 , it follows that (admitted):Q1(h) =
33+5

√
33

66 αh+ 33−5
√
33

66 βh = Θ(αh),
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where α = 1+
√
33

4 =̇ 1.686 and β = 1−
√
33

4 =̇ − 1.186. IfN = 2h denote the number of
leaves, the randomized algorithm inspects thusΘ(N log2 α) = Θ(N0.753...) ≪ N leaves on
expectation in the worst case. The randomized algorithm is then much more efficient than the
deterministic algorithm in the worst case.

We will now use Yao’s principle to prove that this algorithm is indeed to optimal among the
randomized algorithms that evaluate the trees recursively (which is in fact optimal for nand-
trees — admitted). Recall that Yao’s principle states that “the expected value of a randomized
algorithm on its worst instance equals the worst possible expected value of the best deter-
ministic algorithm for the worst distribution of instances”.

In order to get a lower bound that matches our algorithm, we need to force the determin-
istic algorithm to look half the time at both children of a node that evaluates to 1. So, rather
than choosing the values independently, we build our instance from the top down. We start by
ipping a coin and setting the root to 0 or 1 with equal probability. Then we descend the tree,

determining the values of the nodes at each level. If a node gets value 0, we set both its children
to 1; if a node gets value 1, we set one of its children to 1 and the other to 0, ipping a fair coin
to decide which is which. Then the truth values of the nodes are correlated in such a way that
the easy case never happens.

IQuestion2.5) Showthatanydeterministic algorithmthat evaluates the tree recursively (i.e.,
which computes the value of one subtree before inspecting the leaves of the other subtree) in-
spects at leastΩ(αh) leaves on expectation for this distribution of instances.
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